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GAL I LEO' S drawings of the moon viewed through his telescope are testament to one of the giants
in the history of science. His invention extended human vision by showing small, changeable dark spots
on the moon never before seen. Galileo's discovery prompted his conclusion that the lunar surface has
mountains and valleys, thus is neither spherical nor perfect, and bolstered his conviction in heliocentric
astronomy.
Galileo led the way for experimentation to become the recognized method for discovering the
facts of nature.
Today, experimentation and discovery still serve to unlock the mysteries of embryonic development
... of human communication ... of elusive rules governing microscopic matter.
These are but a few areas of scientific research at Ball State University. Our teacher-scholars go about
their investigations not merely building on the work of others, but also following their own hunches,
seeking new possibilities or solutions . .fu was Galileo in seventeenth-century Italy, Ball State University
researchers are the creative ones who open new doors of learning and opportunity for us all.

BEN E F ACT A 2 0 0 1 salutes the scientists in our midst and and describes and celebrates
their worlds of inquiry in the following pages.
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UZZED "
ON THE
IDNEY
Marianna Zamlauski-Tucker of the Department of Physiology and Health Science
clearly remembers her graduate school days and how a particular physiology course
excited an interest in the organ she now studies so intently. "The system that
interested me most was the kidney," she says. "The more I studied it, the more
I liked it. I got really buzzed on the kidney!"
Zamlauski-Tucker's passion may one day prove to be of inestimable value for
victims of cancer. Ifosfamide, a cancer drug prescribed for various small tumors,
has long troubled physicians because it can wreak havoc on the kidneys of
recovering patients. Zamlauski-Tucker is concluding a three-year project funded
by the National Institutes of Health to study the problem.
"The kidney is very susceptible to injury during cancer treatment. Not many
people appreciate that," she says. "In fighting their cancer, they end up with serious
kidney problems. Sometimes people recover from kidney failure associated with
Ifosfamide, and sometimes they don't. They may then be chronically ill. In the
end, kidney complications can cause death or, more often, lead to lifestyle
problems, such as circulatory disorders."
In a typical investigation, Zamlauski-Tucker removes a kidney from a
laboratory rat and studies its function in a small plexiglass perfusion chamber
in her laboratory.
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She controls its exposure to various substances and monitors resulting kidney
function. When Ifosfamide is introduced into the rat kidney, it quickly develops
the same type of kidney problems that human patients report. The drug knocks
out fluid absorption and causes toxic problems with salt, among other things.
"The point of my research is to see if I can figure out the actual cause of this
problem," says Zamlauski-Tucker. "The perfused kidney in rats is used to study
how the human kidney works. If something is toxic in the perfused kidney, more
than likely it is toxic in humans. If I can duplicate the same problem, it is probably
by the same mechanism."
One theory under examination is that this drug depletes kidney cells of the
antioxidant glutathione, which then leaves the organ susceptible to injury from free
radicals and subsequent dysfunction. She monitors oxidant stress and energy
depletion as possible culprits and tries to determine whether such depletion occurs
in the cell's energy powerhouse, the mitochondria. "If problems associated with
mitochondria tend to be severe, many cells do not recover," she explains.
Zamlauski-Tucker's three-year project more closely resembles a marathon than
it does a footrace. Answers come slowly, and there are stretches when negative
results are the marching orders for weeks on end. When asked how her work is
going, she jokingly responds that she has a "notebook full of data that never
panned out, but from which I learned a great deal."
She finds parallels between her work in the laboratory and her experience
writing research proposals. Often, her proposals would generate seemingly
unproductive results. In garnering her research award from the National Institutes
of Health, she went through the sometimes tedious and time-consuming grantwriting process three times before achieving success. "The second time I had
excellent reviewers," she says. "They offered very good suggestions. I took their
instruction. All I needed was a little bit of direction, and when I got it, I said,
'Why didn't I think of that?'"
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Zamlauski-Tucker believes that her success following frustration has made her
a better teacher. She points out to her graduate students the similarities between
writing the first draft of a research paper and getting rejected on their first grant
proposal. "Initially, you're frustrated, maybe even a bit angry about negative
feedback," says Zamlauski-Tucker. "However, you're given the opportunity to
agree or to disagree with reviewers' comments. I learned a huge amount in
writing rebuttals."
She tells graduate students that a first draft of a paper or proposal is rather
painful because it is usually the first time they have put all their thoughts together.
A mentor once taught her that a lot of people think a first draft has to be perfect.
"But that's just not true. The best way to write is to write a first draft, read it over
for whatever insights you can glean, then rewrite it-particularly for someone else's
eyes," says Zamlauski-Tucker. "I try to convey that to my students. 'Give me your
draft and let me critique it for you. Then let's talk about it.'"
As a teacher, she also demands that her students observe, analyze, and
accurately describe what they view in the laboratory. Of these, one skill is
paramount: "To be a good scientist, become an astute observer," she concludes.
She always keeps keen eyes open for unexpected developments because, as she
explains, one discovery usually begets another. Happy serendipitous "accidents"
sometimes befall great researchers and lead to important scientific breakthroughs.
"Those of us in science know that research is going to move along at its own
pace," says Zamlauski-Tucker. "Real discoveries are wonderful, but the in-between
times are a part of the reality."
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In addition to teaching undergraduate and graduate exercise
physiology classes, Trappe's research involves three main areas of
investigation: sports performance, aging, and space physiology.
The main thrust of his laboratory study began with runners and
swimmers and has moved into aging and space flight research,
particularly the effect of aging on single muscle fibers and
methods that can be used to slow the decline in
muscular strength. His research, funded by the
National Institutes of Health, derives from his work
while at NASA, where he tested astronauts before
and after space shuttle flight.
Recently, Trappe helped to complete a study for
NASA that looked at how much resistance training is
Ball State University's Human Performance Laboratory has

needed to maintain muscle performance when the muscle

enjoyed a long and distinguished history. The portraits along the
laboratory's main corridor are a visual archive of the researchers

is not in use. Trappe tested pre-flight astronauts at
Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas, and took

who have forged its development. Among them are Bud Getchell,
the "founding father" and former Ball State basketball coach who,

post-flight muscle biopsies at Kennedy Space Center in

in 1965, envisioned a research component to the adult fitness

Cape Canaveral, Florida (an opportunity afforded only
four United States-based institutions).

program at the university, and researcher David Costill, who

"We know that when astronauts go to space, their

brought national prominence-some would say preeminence

muscles get smaller and weaker, so we've been looking at

-to the lab and masterminded impeccable research in human

resistive exercise as an effective countermeasure to reduce
those negative changes," Trappe says. "The primary

physical performance for thirty-two years.
Throughout its history, graduate students have played a major
role in laboratory research and have in turn become professionals
in the field themselves. One such researcher is Scott Trappe, a
former graduate student with Costill in the early 1990s, who went
on to postdoctoral work with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). Trappe has come "home" to Ball State

importance is the astronauts' diet and energy expenditure,
so they can stay healthy when they are in space, but
more importantly, when they return home," he
continues.
Studies that look at how much resistance training
is needed to maintain muscle performance in space are

University as a faculty member in the Department of Physical

being applied to the aging on Earth. "We are using a

Education and stellar researcher in the Human Performance

similar approach-single muscle fiber physiology-

Laboratory.

with our strength training studies for older men and
women between seventy and eighty-five years old, "
he explains.
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Scott Trappe
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muscle function following long-term exposure to weightlessness. These data will

"We also test for energy expenditure maximally and submaximally," Trappe
says. "This tells us how much oxygen the body can use and how much air we can

allow greater insight into how muscle adapts to space flight and will aid in the

breathe during exercise. Currently, we are testing swimmers and runners during

development of appropriate and effective exercise programs to maintain muscle

rest periods before major competitions. We have also tested master runners to

performance in space travel.
The involvement of students in research activities contributes to Trappe's

examine the influence of getting older on running performance for people who

work and to his enthusiasm. "Working with the students is great. They have a

have continued to train their entire adult life," he explains.

ton of energy. They keep me going," he says. "Seeing them graduate and move

"My research is constantly changing and evolving," says Trappe. Most recently,
he is working on a NASA-funded project to study astronauts and cosmonauts

on is turning into a very rewarding aspect of my job that I didn't anticipate when

before and after four- to six-month stays aboard the International Space Station.

I got into science." It is very likely that Trappe's Ball State professors could identify

Slated for three missions over the next three to five years, Trappe will test whole

with that observation.

muscle strength and will obtain muscle biopsies to examine cellular changes in
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To him, funnels are fun and twisters are mysteries to untangle.
David Arnold of the Department of Geography is a storm chaser. His research, funded
by the National Science Foundation, looks at tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in an
effort to predict their frequency. He finds that the way we use the land, particularly in
agricultural plains areas, has implications for severe weather.
"We are looking at land use in the Midwest-much of which used to be covered by
deciduous forests. Much of that vegetation has been removed for agricultural purposes,"
says Arnold. He postulates that the sites of dramatic weather events in Indiana in the
1700s were different from today's. There probably was a random scattering of these storms
at various locations on the frontier, whereas now storm activity repeatedly takes place in
certain areas dubbed "tornado alleys."

David Arnold
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"Today there is no gradient between forest and land. It is a very sharp line,
and we call these demarcations 'boundaries.'" Arnold reasons that these boundaries

areas actually create boundaries. Unlike the extended urban corridors of the eastern

have an effect on the lower part of the atmosphere that is in contact with the earth's

United States, many Midwestern cities present an abrupt change in land cover.

surface. He tries to identify thunderstorm and tornado alleys that are created by
stark differences in land use.

Saint Louis and Indianapolis are two such metropolitan complexes "plopped" into
the middle of agricultural areas. "Indianapolis looks like a cemetery in a cornfield,

Arnold pays attention to what is below the earth, as well. When predicting
turbulent weather patterns, which are caused by an interchange of heat and

because from a distance the buildings appear to rise like headstones," says Arnold.

moisture between the atmosphere and the earth's surface, the soil type, moisture

calculating the aggregate influences that variables have on small-scale atmospheric

Sometimes, when the environment surrounding cities is very rural, urban

Arnold has synthesized these distinct theories into a conceptual model,
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content, and vegetation all matter. "There may be corn over an entire region, but

circulations. "What I've done is look at how changes in wind direction and in

if there is a sharp change in soil type, from gravelly, sandy soil to clay soil, for
instance, then the crops are going to evaporate moisture at different rates," says

the vertical flux of heat and moisture influence thunderstorms specifically," says
Arnold. His work benefits from technological improvements in mapping

Arnold. "We do have those kinds of boundaries in the Midwest with the glacial fill

capabilities provided by geographic information systems (GIS). GIS allows him

that came from the north, as opposed to the more humid climates that produced
clay-textured soil."

and his student researchers to study soil overlays of moisture types, vegetation
types, the location of severe weather events, radar imagery, and satellite imagery.

Significant boundaries include those that run west and east through the
southern third of Indiana and Illinois and another huge area surrounding the

Central to his work is the involvement of his students. Arnold takes great pride
when he and his students accurately predict where a tornado is likely to set down
so that they can be there with scientific gear to conduct testing as it descends.

Mississippi River delta and extending through Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas,
and Tennessee.

"Even when you're looking for tornadoes, they're hard to find," says Arnold.
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"The diameter of a funnel may be only fifty to one hundred yards, but a tornado
watch may cover half the state of Indiana. Looking for the proverbial needle in a

"This has been a pretty successful way to forecast where tornadoes are going to
develop. It's an incredible adrenaline rush when you get it right!" he says, adding

haystack and finding it is the challenge."

that his students stay "charged" for many hours after a successful sighting.

Arnold's field observation class, the student Storm Chase Team, spends from
mid-May to mid-June on the Great Plains each year. "We look for boundaries

The ultimate goal of all this data collection and analysis is to improve weather
forecasting. On any typical summer's day, a weather announcer might say,

before a storm develops and try to position ourselves in the event that the
boundary will be the key that kicks off a tornado," he says. "We try to define the

boundaries, however, certain patches of land may actually have a 60 percent chance

boundaries by measuring air temperature, relative humidity, dew-point

of rainfall, plus the threat of an unwanted drop-in visitor from the sky.

" . .. partly cloudy with a 30 percent chance of scattered showers." Relative to

temperature, and wind speed and direction, locating areas where changes in
atmospheric properties are extreme. Then we sit on that boundary with

Arnold says that understanding these boundaries helps to predict the
development of violent storms, thereby enabling people to make better informed

photographic equipment and document the development of storms. We document

decisions about agricultural, recreational, or business plans. Arnold hopes that

storms that start somewhere else and move across the boundary, trying to figure out

plotting boundaries will become a part of weather forecasting five or ten years from
now. "It's not that complex," he insists. "It's basically being able to use satellite

what changes occur in the storm as a result of that boundary." Careful analysis and
safety considerations-including proper positioning southeast of the storm-are

imagery, radar imagery, and surface weather observations to identify the boundaries

central to successful field meteorology. "This firsthand experience enables students

and to understand their significance. It seemed like such a simple concept, it
jumped out and shouted atme."

to have an appreciation for the scale of the work. They can 'put it all together' so
much more easily in the field, " Arnold explains.
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The Biology
a
Miracle
"It's absolutely miraculous and a wonder that any of us achieves it."
That declaration comes not from an awestruck amateur looking at biological
mysteries. Rather, those are the words of seasoned professional Clare Chatot of the
Department of Biology, who has studied firsthand the realities of what she still
finds incredible-the ability of an embryo to develop normally.
Chatot's interest in embryonic development is the foundation for her research
in mouse embryos. Funded by the National Institutes of Health and the Indiana
Academy of Science, she examines the way a mouse embryo uses energy resources.
"First, we're interested in studying how different elements in the environment
might affect embryo development. We're hoping to examine ways to overcome the
effects of certain kinds of drugs," Chatot explains. "The other implication of this
work is in vitro fertilization (IVF)-fertilizing eggs in a culture dish."
According to Chatot, the potential benefit of her work to humans revolves
around assisted reproductive technologies-techniques that require harvesting eggs
and sperm, mixing them together in a petri dish, and then reintroducing them into
a female's reproductive tract at different times. Some of those technologies include
IVF (placing an embryo in the Fallopian tube), Gamete Intrafallopian Tube
Transfer (GIFT-the introduction of egg and sperm before fertilization), and
Zygote Intrafallopian Tube Transfer (ZIFT-placement of a newly fertilized egg).

Clare Chatot
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Important stages of early development may become clearer
when scientists understand an embryo's requirements for certain
nutrients used in energy metabolism. Chatot says, "The most
significant thing I will ever do is this culture media work. By
understanding the energy requirements of mouse embryos in
culture, we can help to improve on human procedures that use
similar techniques. We also can understand better how the embryo
uses energy sources in a culture so that while the embryos are
outside the mother, we can maintain them in as optimal conditions
as possible."
Chatot's publishing on early embryo development has become
a standard in the field, and she is cited by pre-implantation
embryologists studying development in a variety of organisms in
culture, including human, monkey, hamster, mouse, and rat.
She has shown that in culture the amino acid glutamine is of
importance to early embryo metabolism, and that glucose, a very
common energy source, is detrimental to mouse embryos. "This
turns out also to be the case in human cultures for IVE This
knowledge has helped to increase the consistency and success of
IVF procedures," Chatot says.
Chatot's current research examines enzymes and how they are
used and regulated in the cell. "I think that learning how this
development happens and what might be problematic to the
embryo is particularly interesting. There is always something
intriguing to discover."
In addition to her own research, Chatot has a genuine interest
in furthering her students' careers and in supporting the work of
her colleagues. She has served as chair of the Indiana Academy
of Science grant program, which offers seed funding for researchers
to begin gathering project data while looking for more extensive
sponsorship. She has also received support from the Indiana
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Chatot claims that the interaction with her students-those

School-to-Work Program, Workforce Partnership Area VI, to

collaborating with her in the lab and those in her classes-is what

provide undergraduate and graduate student internship programs,
such as those offered in biotechnology at Eli Lilly and Company

keeps her going. "I just love teaching. This is one of those dream

in Indianapolis.
"When students in cell, molecular, and developmental biology

jobs," Chatot admits. "Seeing my students succeed and learn is
what I have really always wanted to do. I like watching those light

go out to find jobs, we want to make sure they have hands-on

bulbs go off. There is nothing like bringing students from one level

experience. We do a very good job here at Ball State of giving our

when they enter my classes to a higher level when they leave."

students experience both in teaching labs and in independent
projects. That's very important to the students. The more
opportunity for laboratory work, the better off they are in the
marketplace," Chatot says.
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"At age seventeen, I knew I would be working in the field of physics," says
Ronald Cosby. "I've never wavered, and I've had fun ever since."
Growing up on a central Kentucky farm, Cosby, of Ball State's Department of
Physics and Astronomy, started taking things apart early in life, to his parents
considerable dismay. Their forbearance, however, paved the way for their son's long
and productive career looking at how things are put together. Only now, instead of
farm machinery in perfect working order, he concentrates his research on smaller
structures . Cosby works in the field of nanoscience, the study of the physics at the
molecular level, where measurements are in the 10-9 or billionths of a unit.
In Cosby, undergraduate and graduate students find not only a good teacher's
genius for making the most difficult material understandable, but also a mentor
who keeps current in his research area-nanoscale structures. His work is part of
a sweeping international interest in the manipulation of individual atoms. "Our
main purpose is to understand the basic physics of these tiny structures," he says,
noting that part of what he does is to develop models of electrical behavior and to
incorporate his findings into computer programs. "If we can understand the
physics, we expect electronic applications to follow."
Nanotechnology encompasses all scientific disciplines, as well as industries as
varied as pharmaceuticals, computing, transportation, energy, and foods. Cosby
enumerates possible applications for tomorrow-drugs that attack only cancer cells
and ignore healthy ones; electronic devices made smaller and smaller (hence, faster
and faster); computers that eschew chips, instead using quantum dots, quantum
corrals, or molecular switches for information processing and storage; and

Ronald Cosby
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nanoscale sensors and systems that make possible unprecedented
opportunities for space travel. By understanding and manipulating
molecules and atoms, the fundamental properties of matter, "you
can build anything you want," says Cosby.
His own research interests and the projects of his students are
like twin yolks in a single egg. He moves easily in conversation
from discussing his own theoretical work in nanoscience and
nanotechnology to talking about opportunities for students.
Cosby and his colleagues in the department have, in fact,
created one of those fortunate circumstances for college students.
Funded for three years by the National Science Foundation, the
physicists have shaped an ambitious program, the Undergraduate
Research Experiences in Physics and Astronomy. The program
enables promising undergraduates to come to Ball State University
for ten weeks in the summer to immerse themselves in first-rate
science in areas such as condensed matter physics, high energy
physics, nuclear physics, and observational astronomy. Cosby and
other physics professors serve as mentors for the talented students
drawn from Midwestern colleges who, in addition to their
education, receive a stipend, a dormitory room, partial meal
reimbursement, and travel funds for one round trip to Muncie.
Students learn the scientific method, not through rote drill but
by being shown that analysis must be done in a valid way-in part,
by knowing what to ask and how to formulate questions. Cosby
insists that tomorrow's scientists also need to be excellent
communicators. "They must sharpen critical thinking and all
analytical skills," says Cosby. "We want them to be able to analyze
data, come to correct conclusions, understand relationships, and
competently solve problems. If we can help them learn these skills
it will carry through the rest of their lives."

In a few years, Cosby predicts that instead of mixing beakers
of chemicals to produce synthetics, it will be routine for scientists
to work at the atomic level to customize physical, electrical, and
magnetic properties. He envisions scientists starting out with a
clear-cut problem, for example, to make the hardest material ever
created, and then using their knowledge of atomic structures
to do it.
It is not unthinkable that some of those future scientists will
have received their grounding and inspiration in Ball State
University's Undergraduate Research Experiences in Physics and
Astronomy summer program. Their research interests are already at
work. One student, for instance, has been working with Cosby on
ways to assist older people with debilitating tremors by developing
devices that help victims overcome their afflictions. Another
undergraduate has studied methods for optimizing the design of
nanometer-size transistors.
The careers of all students in the research program will be
tracked. Cosby can only envision the exciting positions in science
and industry these summer institute students may occupy in ten or
twenty years. "Of course, we would be delighted if some of the
participants elected later to do their graduate work at Ball State,"
says Cosby with a smile. "Whether they do or not, our work here
gives a boost to the visibility of our program."
Cosby has one more vision he hopes will become reality before
his own career ends in retirement. Some day he would love to see a
center for nanoscience at Ball State University, where experimental
work in nanoscience by faculty, as well as undergraduate and
graduate students, can take place at the most intensive levels.
"What I find appealing is the idea of discovery," says Cosby.
"To understand how this whole physical world works-that's the
goal of all physical scientists. To be a part of an effort to generate
new ideas and new knowledge is what is most exciting to me."
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Good science can be found in the minute workings of the atom or in the far
reaches of the universe. It is also present in what is close and common-for
instance, human communication. We humans are a curious and subtle lot, and
unlocking the meaning of ordinary day-to-day exchanges requires careful
investigation. Much of what we say or what we believe others say is not direct,
but, rather, it is oblique, imbued with cues, laden with inferences.
Thomas Holtgraves of the Department of Psychological Science studies the
social psychological underpinnings of language production and comprehension.
His research centers on how speakers phrase their remarks (particularly indirect
ones) and how others comprehend, remember, and interpret indirect comments.
He seeks to understand how meaning is derived in conversation and how
/

individual differences enter into the perception of meaning.

;'

Funded by the National Science Foundation, the National Institute of
Mental Health, and the Fetzer Institute, the experimental psychologist's research
J

is virtually unique within the social psychological community. "Much of my
work is concerned with how one person comprehends another's meaning. It's

"

T

actually something of a mystery that we're able to understand one another as
well as we do. My interest is in exploring how we are able to do this. Conversing
is a little like breathing; we don't pay much attention to it until something goes

Thomas Holtgraves

I

wrong. But it's an extremely complex activity."

c

According to Holtgraves, research examining the impact of the social

He contends that the social context often plays a role in the interpretation

psychological variables of language comprehension is important because most

process. For example, the status or role of the speaker may affect the hearer's

research in this area has examined language comprehension apart from its context

interpretation of an utterance. Holtgraves says, "If an employer is talking to an

and the speaker's communicative goals. The results of Holtgraves's research have

employee and says, 'It's drafty,' the employer's higher status will facilitate the

important implications for our understanding of the social cognitive processes

hearer's recognition of the intended meaning-to close the window. Status will

involved in the production and comprehension of language. "Prior work in

playa parallel role in language production. For example, a boss can be direct with

language comprehension has focused on what might be called literal or direct

a subordinate, but the reverse is less likely to be true."

meaning. But speakers often mean more than what they literally say," Holtgraves

Holtgraves routinely has several undergraduate and graduate students assisting

explains. "If, for example, Bob says to Janet, 'It's drafty in the sitting room,'

with his research. In addition, Ball State psychology students may elect to be

he probably is implying that the window should be closed. How does Janet

involved with Holtgraves's research as members of the Department of Psychological

understand what Bob is implying with his remark? And why does Bob phrase

Science subject pool. Participants will listen to conversations on headphones and

his remark in this way in the first place? These are the sorts of issues I'm trying

use a computer program that measures how quickly and in what manner they

to understand."

respond to indirect conversational statements. This method allows Holtgraves to
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determine the stages involved in the comprehension of meaning.
"The most frustrating part of my work is when the data doesn't
come out the way I think it's going to come out," he admits.

"As the project director, I have inklings about what's going to
happen. Sometimes it doesn't happen. But you always learn
something. That's the nature of the enterprise."
He claims that experimental psychology keeps him intrigued
and that his work is in an area that is wide open. "I trust I'm
making some kind of contribution to the field," he says. "The
research is pretty basic, but it does have the potential to increase
our understanding of communication processes and, therefore, of
how communicative misunderstandings might occur. If we know
how people attempt to communicate indirect meanings, and if we
know when the recipient of those communications fails to recognize
an intended indirect meaning, then there are important
implications for improving communication processes. This is
particularly important in multicultural communication and even
for human-computer interaction."
Even though it is fairly easy for Holtgraves to step out of the
psychologist's role ("I study conversations, but I also have them."),
he finds that his research is "more than a job. This investigation is
a little puzzle that I keep picking away at," he says. Is it the
freedom to explore and the endless number of conversational
situations that keep Tom Holtgraves's work exciting?
"I actually like coding data," Holtgraves claims. "I like the
drudgery of it."
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Chemistry
That Cooks
As far as Marcy Towns of the Department of Chemistry is
concerned, the teaching of her discipline is every bit as
dynamic as the investigative work being carried out in the
frontiers of chemical research. Guiding students to pursue
effectively their own scientific questions requires thought,
creativity, and strategy on the part of the professor.
Funding from the National Science Foundation has
enabled her to develop and implement a physical
chemistry tutorial project that turns the static
teacher-student model on its head.
"In chemistry, students can do laboratory
experiments that are literally like those in a
cookbook. Follow a set of instructions, assemble
the ingredients, and wait for the product-much
the same as 'Cream the butter and sugar, add
eggs, flour, and vanilla, bake at 325 degrees, and

voila-cookies!' There is merit in this process,
and it has been a successful way to teach the
scientific method in the past."

Marcy Towns
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and the initiative to explore approaches to the assigned tasks independently are
more likely to produce a "tasty new dish" rather than the same old "hash."

However, the pragmatism of today's students and the realities of the
information age, particularly the marketplace, suggest that it may be time for a
different approach. In a traditional college laboratory experience, in which students

At the end of a four-week lab project, Towns wants students to experience

are asked to complete specific tasks, there is not much room for the creativity and

alternative means of assessing their results, as well. For example, a group might

experimentation that will be required of professionals or practitioners.

generate a product report similar to those produced in the pharmaceutical industry.
"The student will be familiar with trade level experimental methods and optimal

Guided-inquiry laboratories, such as the one Towns is leading, incorporate practical

processes for validating the significance of data. A valuable laboratory experience

applications and simulate the kinds of testing conducted in actual pharmaceutical
and other laboratories.

will produce an able chemist," she says. According to Towns, the benefits to the
academic and scientific world are manifold. ''A drug company needs to know the
quality of the substances that are intermediates," Towns explains. "They need to

Towns believes that a laboratory that incorporates guided inquiry is much
more open and akin to a "mystery meal" project, where chefs are given certain

know if they are making a pure compound or if there are some contaminants that
could be harmful to humans."

ingredients and must determine what combinations of elements and operations
will achieve a successful end result. Similarly, students with the creative freedom
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Physical Chemistry Online (P-Chem), also funded by the National Science
Foundation. Initiated in 1996, P-Chem serves as an online laboratory for the study
of physical chemistry. A primary goal is to promote broader collaboration among
college faculty engaged in physical chemistry education across the United States.
By collaborating to develop learning modules that can be viewed on the
Internet, faculty are providing a resource to help their students study. Students are
likewise encouraged to interact with other physical chemistry students worldwide.
"One of the key features of P-Chem is that a group of students, from, say,
Wisconsin, is paired with a group of students from Maryland. They write each
other messages over the Internet to establish an online presence, then send and
compare answers to a set of assigned questions. It's interesting to see the kinds of
associations the students make. The conversations on the listserv can be richer and
much different from those that take place in an isolated classroom," Towns says
of her observations to date.
Currently, there are sixteen schools from across the United States involved
in the online program. "Professors are comfortable working with students in a
face-to-face classroom. But once you start to work with students on the web, there
are all kinds of things you've got to address that you might not have anticipated,
such as how important it is to help students build identities online," Towns says.
Marcy Towns believes that as a result of these new initiatives in learning,
students are encouraged to consider a career in chemistry and to enjoy science,

In addition, she believes students' fundamental understanding of chemical
and physical concepts is acquired through cooperative learning-another research

as well. She says, "Students are the most rewarding aspect of my work. They are

interest of the science educator. "By asking groups of students to solve problems

what keep me intrigued with the discovery of new and more effective ways of
teaching."

and to present solutions, we can create opportunities for the students to interact
and learn," Towns says. "We are interested in investigating the connections that
take place in these small groups. How do the students teach each other? What
types of interactions take place between and among the students? By analyzing
audio tapes and videotapes of the small groups in action, we can learn what
happens within these small groups, and we can characterize the impact of this
instructional strategy on students' learning."
In addition to her work on guided-inquiry and group problem-solving
projects, Towns also serves as an evaluator for the distance learning project,
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He is known internationally as a house-healer, a mold-maven, and a
formaldehyde-fighter, lighthearted descriptions that identify Thad Godish as
an expert in the field of indoor air quality. His selection as Outstanding
Researcher of the Year is testimony to the contributions of one of the most
widely recognized scholars in the field. "To state it simply, my research deals with
contaminants in buildings that become airborne and have the potential to make
people sick," explains Godish. These elements include harmful agents such as
asbestos, formaldehyde, mold, and even emissions from some plastics. According
to Godish, the materials that we use to build our homes and offices may account
for the increased incidence of asthma, childhood allergies, and other respiratory
diseases.
Godish established his international reputation as a researcher, scholar, and
air quality consultant shortly after joining the Department of Natural Resources
and Environmental Management in 1976. He is particularly well-known
within the academic and public health communities for his work on mold and
formaldehyde contamination of buildings.
"Godish has an outstanding reputation as a researcher and scholar that is
built on more than forty peer-reviewed research articles in journals and in the
proceedings of international conferences," says Charles Mortensen, chairperson
emeritus of the department.

"Furthermore, he is quoted in magazines and newspaper articles throughout
the country," Mortensen continues. Godish has given more than one hundred
presentations in his career and continues to give presentations at a variety of
state, national, and international conferences each year.
Godish's research is not limited to scholarly articles and presentations.
He is also the author of four books: Air Quality (1985, 1990, 1997), Indoor
Pollution Control (1989), Sick Buildings: Definition, Diagnosis, and
Mitigation (1995), and Indoor Environmental Quality (2000). Air Quality
is currently in its third edition and is one of the most widely used texts of it
kind in the United States and internationally.
Godish credits his success to his practical approach to research. fu the
director of Ball State's Indoor Air Quality Research Laboratory, Godish tracks
new developments in air quality and makes contributions through all stages of
the research, teaching, consulting, and service processes. "Ideas come from
doing," says Godish about his research approach. "I go into homes, office
buildings, and schools to determine the nature of the problems and how to
resolve them. My research ideas flow from the various activities of involvement.
If you're not involved in anything, then the ideas don't come," he continues.

The benefits of combining theory and practice
are evident not only to professionals and scholars,
but to his students as well. "Godish brings a
dynamic presence to his courses. His classes are
alive with information and dialog," says
Mortensen. "In addition, his research activities
have fostered new student laboratory activities
and site assessments that expose students to
cutting-edge activities in the air quality field."
Godish recently added another vanguard
activity to his list of professional projects:
webmaster. He recently established a web site to
share his knowledge of indoor air quality problems
with the worldwide community of Internet users
and to answer their questions about air quality
problems. "Through the web site, I am able to
reach people with real-world problems and to give
them information they may have a hard time
getting elsewhere," says Godish.
Ball State's Researcher of the Year continues
to find new ways to "clear the air."

Alan Maugherman

The article that Alan Maugherman clipped and placed in his wallet nearly twenty
years ago is still there, faded and creased, after all this time. The story of a troubled
teenager who killed himself in front of his classmates fueled Maugherman's
commitment to counsel troubled youth and to investigate more enlightened ways
to do so.
"When 1 read that article, it disturbed me for a very long time," says
Maugherman. "1 knew from then on that 1 wanted to help people like him,
people who can see no other way out of their pain but to commit suicide."
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It was with that resolve that Maugherman enrolled in Ball State University's
doctoral program in counseling psychology and guidance services. His commitment
and accomplishments are impressive, and he received the Distinguished
Dissertation of the Year award for his work, Effects of Distraction and Dysphoria

on Social Problem-Solving Ability.
According to Maugherman, his investigation was "designed to evaluate the
social problem-solving ability of dysphoric [depressed] and non-dysphoric
participants" taking part in counseling sessions. His study broke new ground by
examining whether focusing on internal feelings and symptoms or focusing away
from these feelings affects a depressed client's ability to "describe problems, generate
effective solutions, or choose an effective solution." Depressed females were able to
describe their problems, generate potential solutions, and choose the most effective
solution as well as non-depressed females. However they rated themselves as not
being able to actually implement the best solution when compared to people who
were not depressed.
Maugherman believes that his work has added considerably to the body of
knowledge on depressed individuals and their ability to solve problems. According
to Maugherman, his findings "underscore the need for more naturalistic, behavioral
measurements of problem solving and call into question the assumption that
depressed individuals exhibit social problem-solving deficits."
Maugherman has remained true to his resolve to use his expertise and caring
to make a difference in the lives of troubled individuals. He is currently working
with adolescents, children, and adults in private practice in Muncie, Indiana.
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